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Abstract
Aluminum casting alloys have properties which are of great industrial interest, such as low density, good corrosion resist-
ance, high thermal and electrical conductivities, good combination of mechanical properties, good workability in machining 
processes and mechanical forming. Currently, these alloys are produced in various systems and dozens of compositions. In 
this investigation, a mutual interaction of thermal parameters, scale of the dendritic microstructure, intermetallic compounds 
(IMCs), microhardness and tensile properties/fracture characteristics of a casting Al–7wt%Si–3wt%Cu–0.3wt%Fe alloy 
was analyzed. Solidification experiments were developed using a furnace that promoted horizontal growth under transient 
heat flow conditions. Then, growth rate  (VL), cooling rate  (CR), and local solidification time  (tSL) were determined from 
measured temperature profiles. Secondary dendritic spacings (λ2), Si particles, Fe-rich and  Al2Cu intermetallic phases were 
characterized by optical and SEM microscopy, as well as the area mapping and point-wise EDS microanalysis. Hence, the 
interrelations involving Vickers microhardness (HV), yield strength (σYS), ultimate tensile strength (σUTS) and elongation 
(E%) with microstructural features were evaluated by mathematical equations. IMCs as well as morphologies of Si were also 
analyzed in the fracture regions. In addition, the experimental growth law of λ2 = f(tSL) proposed in this study was compared 
with a predictive theoretical model reported in the literature for multicomponent alloys. It was observed that areas that tend 
to grow faster (lowest λ2 values) were associated with the highest σUTS and E% values, while HV and σYS properties were not 
affected by the thermal and microstructural parameters  (CR and λ2). In addition, less extensive cleavage planes accompanied 
by small dimples in were observed in fractured samples with lower λ2 values.

Keywords AlSiCuFe multicomponent alloys · Horizontal solidification · Thermal and microstructural parameters · 
Mechanical properties

1 Introduction

Aluminum-based alloys are materials of the highest potential 
of application in the aerospace and automotive industries, 
among which stand out the Al-Si casting alloys (which con-
stitute 85%–90% of all aluminum alloys), mainly due to their 
superior castability characteristics. Material properties such 

as tensile strength, corrosion behavior, and ductility have 
been rigorously demanded by these applications and thus 
a greater control of the microstructure during the prepara-
tion of alloys and during solidification and/or heat treatment 
practices have been increasingly required.

In the case of preparation of alloys, the combination of 
various properties depends on the addition of alloying ele-
ments in the aluminum matrix. The alloying elements may 
be of various types, such as major and minor alloying ele-
ments, modifying agents, and impurity elements [1–3]. The 
addition of Cu in Al–Si alloys has shown to improve ten-
sile strength by θ-Al2Cu intermetallic phase precipitation, 
but has deleteriously affected corrosion resistance [4–6]. 
With regard to the solidification process, it is very impor-
tant to control the microstructure, especially the  Al2Cu and 
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Si morphologies. In Al–Si cast alloys, Si can be present in 
the plate or lamellar, fibrous and spheroidal type morpholo-
gies, and  Al2Cu intermetallic phase can also be present in 
different shapes, as compact blocky-like phase, as eutectic 
phase, or as a mixture of both types [7, 8]. The presence in 
the microstructure of one or more forms of these phases is 
influenced by the solidification thermal parameters  (VL,  CR 
and  tSL) or by chemical modifying agents (such as Sr) or by 
the combined action of both process [5]. It can be observed 
that coarse plate-like Si particles have deleterious effects on 
ductility [7, 8].

Samuel et  al. [9], analyzing 319 alloys solidified in 
higher  CR values conditions, have observed the eutectic 
 Al2Cu phase and a larger fraction of the blocky  Al2Cu phase 
when the alloy was subjected to modification by Sr. It has 
been also observed that addition of Mg in Al–Si–Cu alloys 
resulted in large amounts of the coarse blocky-like phase, 
compared to the finer eutectic-like form [10–14]. Although 
the isolated influence of  Al2Cu types on the mechanical 
properties is not yet known, their effects on solution heat 
treatment are being investigated in the literature. It has 
shown that the blocky  Al2Cu phase is more difficult to dis-
solve in the Al matrix [11–14].

The solidification thermal parameters (STP) have a direct 
influence on the formation of dendritic microstructures, as 
well as on the shape, size and distribution of the phases 
that form during the complex transformations that occur 
in Al–Si–Cu–Fe alloys. The cooling rate, the most critical 
parameter, is also the most studied in the literature since 
high  CR values result in lower dendrite arm spacing [15–37]. 
This has allowed a better control in the size and distribution 
of intermetallic phases and thus better properties [7]. For 
several decades, theoretical and experimental investigations 
on the correlation of STP with dendritic spacing have been 
elaborated for binary aluminum alloys [15–27], and more 
recently for multicomponent alloys [7, 28–34]. Among such 
studies, it is highlighted the works of Bouchard and Kirkaldy 
(BK) [16] as well as of Rappaz and Boetingger (RB) [34], 
which proposed mathematical models of secondary den-
drite arm spacing (λ2) growth for binary and multicompo-
nent alloys, respectively. In the BK′ and RB′ models the λ2 
growth is conducted by  VL and  tSL, respectively. It can be 
seen that in the directional solidification,  tSL can be related to 
 CR in the form  tSL = ∆T/CR [32], where ∆T is the solidifica-
tion interval in the non-equilibrium conditions. The math-
ematical equations of the respective models are given by the 
following general expressions: λ2(BK) = constant1·(VL)−2/3 
and λ2(RB) = constant·(tSL)1/3, where constants 1, 2 are 
strictly controlled by the thermophysical properties of the 
investigated alloys. For binary Al–Si and Al–Cu alloys, sev-
eral studies [4, 5, 15–18, 20–27, 33] have been developed 
and the experimental results have confirmed the λ2 varia-
tion with  VL,  CR and  tSL with indexes equal to − 2/3, − 1/3 

and 1/3, i.e., λ2 α(VL)−2/3, λ2 α(CR)−1/3 and λ2 α(tSL)1/3. This 
has also been verified for multicomponent Al-based alloys 
[6–10, 12–14, 32–37].

Once the correlation between thermal and microstructural 
parameters is established during the solidification process, 
for example λ2 = f(STP), the influence of these parameters 
on the mechanical properties can also be analyzed. This 
has been extensively explored in the literature for binary 
aluminum-based alloys. On the other hand, investigations 
of this nature with multicomponent alloys are scarce. In this 
sense, recently published works on directional solidification 
of multicomponent aluminum alloys have been elaborated, 
which have proposed to the literature experimental laws 
relating microhardness and tensile strength with  VL,  CR and 
λ2 [11–14, 28].

In the study of Brito et al. [28], upward directional solid-
ification experiments were performed with Al–3wt%Mg 
and Al–3wt%Mg–1wt%Si alloys. The authors observed 
that the addition of Si in the binary AlMg alloy resulted 
in the formation of a complex arrangement of phases, 
including binary (α-Al + Mg2Si) and refined ternary 
(α-Al + Mg2Si + AlFe(Si)) eutectic mixtures and, as con-
sequence, higher HV values were found for the multicom-
ponent alloy. Hall–Petch equations of type HV = 17 − 1350
(λ2) + 415(λ2)−1/2 and HV = 91 − 94.6(λ2)−1/2 were proposed 
for Al–3wt%Mg and Al–3wt%Mg–1wt%Si alloys, respec-
tively. For both alloys, HV increased with the increase of 
λ2.

Chen et al. [29] have analyzed solidification and heat 
treatment conditions for Al–7wt%Si–Xwt%Mg alloys and, 
unlike the results of Brito et al. [28], the tensile proper-
ties (σYS and σUTS) of the as-cast and heat treated samples 
increased with the decrease of λ2. In addition, Chen et al. 
[29] have observed that high  CR values have influenced the 
dendritic microstructure (α-Al) with smaller λ2 values, as 
well as the size and morphology of the silicon and inter-
metallic particles. For as-cast samples, the dependence of 
(σYS and σUTS) = f(λ2) has been represented by the following 
mathematical expressions: σYS = −0.0041(λ2)2 + 0.118(λ2) + 
111.1 and σUTS = −0.029(λ2)2 + 1.72(λ2) + 155.8. It has been 
observed that higher σYS and σUTS values were found for heat 
treated samples.

In an investigation developed by Costa et al. [30], samples 
of the upward directionally solidified and T6 heat-treated 
Al–5.5wt%Si–3wt%Cu alloy were evaluated. The results 
showed that the levels of cooling rates experienced during 
solidification allowed to obtain a microstructure composed 
of a Al-rich matrix (α-Al) with plate-like Si particles dis-
persed within interdendritic regions, composing a eutectic 
mixture with the  Al2Cu intermetallic phase formed by α-Al-
eutectic + Si + Al2Cu intermetallic + Fe intermetallic.

It is known that in high purity primary aluminum alloys, 
the iron content is relatively low, generally between 0.02 
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and 0.15 wt% [38, 43–49]. Another Fe-contamination source 
occurs in the preparation of primary Al–Si alloys, since 
commercially pure silicon can exhibit up to 0.6 wt% of Fe 
[41]. In Al–Si alloys, due to the presence of Fe, the forma-
tion of intermetallic Fe phases is inevitable. Basically iron-
rich phases can be grouped into three kinds of morphologies: 
polyhedral or star-like, Chinese script and platelet [49], and 
the most observed among them is β-Al5SiFe with platelet-
like morphology, which occurs due to the reduction of the 
solubility limit of iron in aluminum, via solidification, and 
that depending on the Fe and Si contents is segregated into 
the interdendritic regions, composing the final microstruc-
ture of the eutectic mixture [40–45]. The presence of the 
β-Al5FeSi phase has a considerable impact on mechanical 
properties. As this intermetallic phase presents needle-like 
platelet morphology, fragile characteristic and little interac-
tion with the dendritic matrix, the mechanical properties 
of the Al–Si alloy are compromised [38–45]. The ultimate 
tensile strength and the ductility decrease in the presence 
of this intermetallic phase. It is concordant in the literature 
[38–48] that the main deleterious mechanism of the β phase 
to mechanical properties, is to block the eutectic liquid flow 
between the interdendritic regions during the solidification, 
forming porosities.

The literature [38–42] highlights several metallurgical 
processes as neutralizing the Fe-fragilizing effect, which 
alter the needle-platelet β-Al5FeSi phase morphology to a 
Chinese script or polyhedral types morphologies, among 
which are the addition of alloying elements, high superheat 
of liquid metal and high growth and cooling rates. In the 
case of the addition of alloying elements, Mn is the most 
used to form the Chinese script type, however, Cu allows 
complex phase transformations via solidification, such as the 
peritectic reaction, characterized in Al–Si–Cu–Fe alloys by 
Liquid + β-Al5FeSi → ω-Al7Cu2Fe which, depending on the 
 VL and  CR levels, can be observed in the platelet and blocky 
types morphologies.

It is known that studies on the microstructural evolu-
tion and correlation with tensile properties, via directional 
solidification, have been elaborated usually consider-
ing devices that promote upward growth. There are few 
investigations relating fracture feature to the solidification 
microstructural and thermal parameters of alloys solidified 
horizontally under transient conditions. In the sense, this 
work focuses on interrelations among growth rate  (VL), 
cooling rate  (CR), local solidification time  (tSL), second-
ary dendritic spacings (λ2), morphologies of Si and IMCs, 

microhardness (HV), yield strength (σYS), ultimate tensile 
strength (σUTS) and elongation (E%) of a horizontally solidi-
fied Al–7wt%Si–3wt%Cu–0.3wt%Fe alloy.

2  Experimental Procedures

The investigated AlSiCuFe alloy was elaborated from its 
high purity Al, Cu and Si elements (> 99.5%). The final 
chemical composition of the prepared alloy is shown in 
Table 1. It is emphasized that the presence of the iron ele-
ment is as impurity originating mainly from the primary 
aluminum. The quantitative and qualitative chemical ana-
lyzes of investigated alloys were performed by Q4 TAS-
MAN–CCD based optical emission spectrometer for metal 
analysis.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the experi-
mental set used in this work. The water-cooled horizontal 
solidification device (Fig. 1a) has been designed to promote 
the solidification in the horizontal direction from a stainless 
steel plate, located on one side of a rectangular ingot also 
in stainless steel. A stainless steel mold used was 150 mm 
long, 60 mm wide, 60 mm high and 3 mm thick and the 
thermal contact condition at the metal–mold interface was 
standardized with the heat-extracting surface being polished. 
Figure 1b shows an assembly scheme of the apparatus used 
to obtain the experimental solidification path for checking 
the liquidus and solidus temperatures of the investigated 
alloy as well as the inflection points in the experimental 
curve, which indicate the beginnings of the complex phase 
transformations. This has been used for comparison with 
the Scheil–Gulliver non-equilibrium solidification path cal-
culated by Thermo-Calc software using database TTAL7 
(ThermoTech Aluminum Thermal Database v.7).

A set of eight type K thermocouples were used in the 
metal considering the center line corresponding to the lon-
gitudinal axis and the experimental thermal records were  
applied to obtain the thermal parameters  VL,  CR and  tSL. A 
superheat of 10% above the liquidus temperature  (TL) of the 
investigated alloy was adopted for the beginning of the hori-
zontal solidification experiments. The accuracy in the ther-
mal parameters calculation was based on the reliability of 
the thermal data collected during the thermodynamic trans-
formations developed in the transient directional solidifica-
tion process assumed in this investigation. In this sense, the 
cooling curves generated by the thermocouples have allowed 
to obtain the results of the ordered pairs: positions × liquidus 

Table 1  Chemical composition 
of the alloy investigated

Elements (wt%)

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Ni Zn Ti Be Al

7.407 0.325 3.449 0.026 0.0027 0.012 0.016 0.199 0.023 0.00031 Bal.
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isotherm passage time (P, t), collected from the intersections 
of the line representing the  TL of the studied alloy with the 
respective curves. This has resulted in plotting a power func-
tion given by the general formula:

The experimental growth rates were determined by the 
derivative of the function

i.e.,

The experimental cooling rates were obtained through the 
derivative of a second order polynomial curve, which was 
adjusted from a small experimental points range immedi-
ately before and after the experimental time of passage of 
the liquidus isotherm. As follows:

Okamoto and Kishitake [37] have used only one point before 
and after the passage time of  TL. The cooling curves have 
also been used to determine the local solidification times 
 (tSL), which have been obtained by direct readings of the 
difference between the passage times of the solidus and liq-
uidus isotherms by each thermocouple [7, 30].

Selected longitudinal (parallel to the growth direction) 
sections of the directionally solidified samples at 2, 4, 8, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 70, 80 and 100 mm from the metal/
mold interface, were polished and etched with a solution 
of 5% of NaOH in water for micrograph examination. The 
dendritic microstructure was observed and characterized by 
the measurement of the secondary dendritic spacing. Fig-
ure 2 shows the cut-off scheme from the as-cast ingot of the 

(1)P = Constant(t)n

(2)P = f (t)

(3)VL = dP∕dt

(4)CR = dT∕dt

samples for metallographic examination and the methodol-
ogy used for λ2 measuring.

The mechanical properties evaluated in this work are 
Vickers microhardness and tensile properties including 
yield strength (σYS), ultimate tensile strength (σUTS) and 
elongation (E%). The mechanical tests were performed 
according to ASTM standards: E384/11 and E8 M/04. The 
adopted Vickers microhardness was the average of at least 
20 measurements on each sample. The tensile tests were 
elaborated with a strain rate of 5 × 10−2 mm s−1 and in order 
to guarantee the reproducibility of the results, three sam-
ples were machined for each position. A schematic draw-
ing of the cut-off of the specimens from the as-cast ingot is 
shown in Fig. 3a, b shows the geometry and dimensions of 
the specimen.

3  Results and Discussion

Figure  4a shows the solidif ication path of the 
Al–7wt%Si–3wt%Cu–0.3wt%Fe alloy predicted by 
Thermo-Calc software based on the Scheil–Gulliver 
model (no diffusion in solid phases, infinite diffusion in 
liquid, and thermodynamic equilibrium at the solid/liq-
uid interface), i.e., the mass fraction of the phases versus 
temperature. In addition, experimental cooling curve and 
its respective first derivative (dT/dt, which indicates the 
instantaneous cooling rates) are presented in Fig. 4b in 
order to observe and confirm the complex phase trans-
formations that occur during the solidification. It can be 
noted in Fig. 4a that the first formed phase consists of an 
aluminum-rich dendritic microstructure (α-Al) at liqui-
dus temperature, followed by the formation of an eutectic 

Fig. 1  Complete set of the solidification apparatus used in this work: a Water-cooled horizontal solidification device and b assembly of the appa-
ratus to obtain the experimental solidification path
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[(α-Al)eutectic + Si particles] mixture, and at the end 
of the solidification (solidus temperature) the resulting 
microstructure is composed of a Al-rich dendritic primary 
phase (α-Al) and second segregated phases between inter-
dendritic regions, composed of a eutectic intermetallic 
[(Al-α)eutectic + Si particles + Al7Cu2Fe(ω) + Al2Cu(θ)] 
phases mixture. It should be noted that under non-equi-
librium conditions and with low cooling rates the occur-
rence of iron intermetallic phase transformations, that 
is, the intermetallic  Al5SiFe (β) phase is transformed by 
peritectic reaction in the intermetallic  Al7Cu2Fe (ω) phase, 
i.e., β + Liq. → ω. Furthermore, Fig. 4b shows the curve 
(T = f(t)) representing the experimental solidification path 
and its respective first derivative (dT/dt). It can be noted, 

at the inflection points of the first derivative curve, the 
morphologies of the resulting microstructures of the inves-
tigated alloy.

Figure 5 presents the experimental curves obtained for 
the investigated alloy by the thermal analysis via horizontal 
solidification. Each experimental cooling curve refers to a 
thermocouple inserted into the horizontally solidified ingot 
at specific distance from the cooled interface considering the 
center line corresponding to the longitudinal axis. As can 
be seen, the slopes of the cooling curves were progressively 
steeper with decreasing distance from cooled interface. 
These curves have been used to calculate the solidification 
kinetics P = f(t) and the thermal parameters  (VL,  CR, and 
 tSL), and the results are shown in Fig. 6. It is emphasized that 

Fig. 2  Representative scheme of the methodology used for removal of samples from the ingot for metallographic examination and measurement 
technique of λ2

Fig. 3  Schematic representation of: a removal of the samples for the tensile test, and b geometries and dimensions of the samples according to 
ASTM standards: E384/1
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the results of the thermal analysis, for the investigated alloy, 
have been recently published in our paper [46], which were 
used in this work to investigate the HV and tensile properties 
dependence on  VL,  CR and λ2. 

The typical solidification macrostructure and the corre-
sponding microstructures for three positions from the cooled 
interface (metal/mold interface) are shown in Fig. 7. As the 
solidification progresses (Fig. 6a), a solid layer is formed 
from the metal/mold interface and grows as the solidification 
advances, which act as resistance to heat extraction. This has 
resulted in a decreasing profile of the growth and cooling 
rates  (VL and  CR, respectively), as shown in Fig. 6b. An Al-
rich primary phase (α-Al) of dendritic morphology charac-
terizes the microstructures along the horizontally solidified 
casting. Owing to higher  CR values, typical of areas that are 
near to the cooled surface (e.g., P = 10 mm), more refined 
microstructures may be seen, which become progressively 
coarser towards the casting interior (e.g., P = 90 mm). It 
can be observed in the dendritic microstructures presented 

Fig. 4  Theoretical and experimental solidification paths for the investigated alloy obtained: a by Thermo-Calc, b experimentally and the first 
derivative of the experimental cooling curve

Fig. 5  Experimental cooling curves for the eight thermocouples 
obtained in the thermal data acquisition during horizontal solidifica-
tion.  TL and  TE are the liquidus and eutectic temperatures, respec-
tively
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in Fig. 7 that the λ2 values are equal to 24.18, 49.65 and 
68.88 µm for positions equal to 10, 50 and 90 mm from the 
cooled interface, respectively.

The experimental results of the correlation between 
the secondary dendrite arm spacings with  VL,  CR and  tSL 
are shown in Fig. 8. It is observed for the studied alloy 
that, despite turbulent flows associated with melt convec-
tion during horizontal solidification, the mathematical 
expressions given by λ2 = 26(VL)−2/3, λ2 = 50.6(CR)−1/3 
and λ2 = 8.1(tSL)1/3 characterize the growth laws of λ2 as a 
function of  VL,  CR and  tSL, respectively, at the center line 
corresponding to the longitudinal axis of ingot. As previ-
ously mentioned, the use of indexes equal to − 2/3, − 1/3 
and 1/3 in the experimental laws has been confirmed to 
satisfactorily represent λ2 evolution with  VL,  CR and,  tSL, 
respectively, for binary alloys [4, 5, 15–18, 20–27, 33] and 
for ternary Al-based alloys [6–10, 12–14, 32–37] solidified 
under transient conditions. Moreover, it should be noted that 

the experimental exponents values, obtained in the relation 
of λ2 = f(VL and  tSL), that is, − 2/3 and 1/3, are equal to the 
theoretical values proposed by the mathematical equations 
of the BK′ and RB′ models, respectively. The mathematic 
expressions referring to the RB′ model are represented by 
Eqs. 5 and 6. In this work, a theoretical and experimental 
study on λ2 values has been performed. It can be seen in 
Fig. 9.

(5)λ2(RB) = 5.5
(
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Fig. 6  Experimental results of: a solidification kinetics and b growth and cooling rates and c local solidification time
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where Γ is the Gibbs–Thomson coefficient,  c0 is the alloy 
composition, m is the liquidus slope,  cf is the eutectic com-
position, D is the diffusion coefficient in the liquid, and k is 
the redistribution coefficient. The subscript “j” represents 
each alloying element and the sum encompasses all the sol-
ute elements of the multicomponent alloy. 

Table 2 presents the thermophysical properties of the 
investigated alloy that were calculated by a numerical model, 
developed by Nascimento et al. [50], which connects in real 
run time execution to Thermo-Calc and its database TTAL7 
(Thermo Tech Aluminum Thermal Database).

It is noted by Fig. 9 that the theoretical values overesti-
mate the experimental results and the ratio between experi-
mental and theoretical secondary dendrite arm spacings is 
equal to 0.54, i.e., λ2(Experimental)/λ2(RB) = 0.54. Thus, 
it is suggested that the mathematical expression of the RB′ 
model [Eq. (5)] has to be corrected by a factor K, that is, 
λ2(RB) = (K).5.5 (MtSL)1/3 (where K = 0.54). Araújo et al. 
[7] have found a factor equal to 0.56 for horizontally solidi-
fied Al–5.5wt%Si–3wt%Cu alloy. The equations obtained 
by the authors were: λ2(Experimental) = 7.8(tSL)1/3 and 
λ2(RB) = 13.9(tSL)1/3.

SEM micrographs, as well as the area mapping and point-
wise EDS microanalysis can be seen in Fig. 10 for P = 2 mm 
and P = 90 mm from the cooled interface of the horizontally 
solidified ingot (positions associated with high and low  CR 
values, respectively). It can be seen Si particles/IMCs/eutec-
tic mixture distributed in the interdendritic regions, and finer 

Si particles, Fe-rich and  Al2Cu intermetallic phases observed 
for P = 2 mm (position near to the cooled surface). A key dif-
ference observed for position with the highest  CR values is 
an overall refinement of the entire microstructure. Like for 
the scale of Al-rich matrix, faster cooling limits the growth 
of secondary phases and, as consequence, finer particles 
will be found in smaller interdendritic regions. Among the 
observed phases, it is highlighted the θ-Al2Cu intermetallic 
compound in the finer eutectic-like form, and the morphol-
ogy of this phase in the blocky type was only possible to see 
in the fracture surfaces. In Al–Si alloys the most common Fe 
intermetallic phase observed is the β-AlFeSi phase [35–38], 
which has a deleterious influence on the mechanical proper-
ties of these alloys, especially the ductility and castability 
[35]. On the other hand, multicomponent Al–Si based alloys 
with Cu and/or Mg addition inhibit the formation of the β 
phase, changing it to other forms, such as ω-Al2Cu7Fe phase, 
which has been observed in the final microstructure of the 
Al–7wt%Si–3wt%Cu–0.3.wt%Fe alloy investigated in this 
work.

The microhardness as well as the tensile mechanical 
properties have been analyzed in this work and the results 
are presented in Fig. 11. As can be seen, the σUTS and E% 
values of the ternary alloys examined in the present study 
were significantly affected by the magnitude of λ2. It is 
observed higher σUTS and E% values for more refined den-
dritic microstructures, i.e., the effect of the higher growth 
and cooling rates  (VL and  CR) resulted in lower λ2 values 

Fig. 7  Typical solidification 
structures at macrostructural 
and microstructural scales 
resulting from horizontal solidi-
fication
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and, as consequence, it has increased the ultimate tensile 
strength and elongation. The application of Hall–Petch type 
equations seems to be appropriate to characterize the varia-
tion of both σUTS and E% with λ2. In general, it is expected 
that a more homogeneous distribution of Si particles/IMCs/
eutectic mixture, which occurs for lower λ2 values (speci-
mens associated with fast solidification), favors the incre-
ment in ultimate tensile strength. On the other hand, the HV 
and σYS properties have not been affected, i.e., both remain 
constant along the as-cast ingot.

It is important to emphasize that there are still gaps in 
the literature on the combined effects of thermal parameters 
and the distribution, size and morphology of Si particles 
with IMCs contained in the eutectic mixture of Al–Si-(with 

addition of Cu or Mg) alloys on the mechanical properties. It 
is very well established that ultimate tensile strength (UTS) 
increases with increasing  CR and with decreasing λ2, while 
results on yield strength (YS) and microhardness (HV) are 
controversial [50–55]. Most of the results presented by 
these studies show that the yield stress is not affected by the 
microstructural arrangement. Figure 12 presents a compari-
son with the literature [7, 22, 29, 30, 55].

For results of HV = f(λ2), It was observed that similar 
and contrary HV behavior have been reported by Costa 
et al. [30] and Araújo et al. [7] during upward and horizon-
tal directional solidification of the Al–5.5wt%Si–3wt%Cu 
alloy, respectively, i.e., relative to the work of Ref. [30] 
the authors found a constant HV value equal to 76 kg/mm2 

Fig. 8  Dependence of the secondary dendrite arm spacing as a function of: a liquidus isotherm position, b growth and cooling rates, and c 
solidification local time
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along the length of the as-solidified ingot, on the other hand, 
Araújo et al. [7] have characterized a HV dependence on λ2 
given by the mathematical equation HV = 167(λ2)−0.17, as 
observed in Fig. 12a. Costa et al. [30] and Araújo et al. [7] 
proposed a correlation of λ2 = f(CR) given by λ2 = 41(CR)−1/3 
and λ2 = 37(CR)−1/3, respectively, thus, considering the same 
levels of  CR, it is observed that lower λ2 values are predicted 
in the results of Araújo et al. [7], which explains the higher 
HV values.

Figure 12a also presents comparative results with the 
Al–3wt% Cu alloy [7, 22, 55] solidified in both growth direc-
tions (upward and horizontal), by which, due to the presence 
of hardening phases (Si/IMCs) in the interdendritic regions, 
higher HV values are observed for Al–X.wt%Si–3wt%Cu 

alloys (X = 5.5 and 7). Vasconcelos et al. [31] have car-
ried out an experimental study with horizontally solidified 
Al–6wt%Cu and Al–6wt%Cu–8wt%Si alloys and the results, 
for both investigated alloys, show that HV increases with the 
decrease of the primary dendritic spacings (λ1) and higher 
HV values were observed for the ternary alloy. As previously 
reported, Brito et al. [28] found results completely contrary 
to those shown in Fig. 12a for Al–Mg and Al–Si–Mg alloys, 
that is, HV increased with the increase of λ2.

With regard to the tensile properties, for the ultimate ten-
sile strength, elongation (E%) and yield strength similar trends 
were found by Samuel and Samuel [50] and Samuel et al. [51] 
in Al–Si–Cu alloys (319), that is, the σUTS and E% values 
became higher for lower λ2 values, while the yield strength 
is practically unaffected. Goulart et al. [53] investigated the 
influence of thermal parameters on the as-cast microstruc-
ture of hypoeutectic Al–X.wt%Si alloys (X = 5 and 9), and 
they reported that the ultimate tensile strength increases with 
increasing solute content and with decreasing of λ2, on the 
other hand, the yield strength has shown to be independent of 
both alloy composition and dendritic arrangement. In contrast 
on heat treated AA319-type alloys (containing Sr, Fe and P 
element additions), Li et al. [52] have reported that, σUTS, σYS 
and %E decrease with the decrease of  CR, i.e., increase of λ2, 
in both T5/T6-heat treatment conditions.

Reyes et al. [54] developed directional solidification stud-
ies with hypereutectic Al-XSi alloys (X = 15 and 18 wt%), 
assuming two melt superheats (ΔT = 6% and 23%), and 
the results showed that σUTS decreased with the inter-
phase spacing (λ) for ΔT = 6%, but it was not affected by 
λ for the highest ΔT (23%) value. Franco et al. [56] also 
proposed for Al–10wt%Si–Xwt%Cu alloys (X = 2 and 5) 
a relation of σUTS = f(primary dendrite arm spacing–λ1) 
through Hall–Petch mathematical expressions, reporting a 
similar trend of σUTS with λ1, that is, UTS increases with 
the decrease of λ1.

Figure 12b shows a comparative analysis with the litera-
ture [29, 55] for σUTS = f(λ2). This is observed a good agree-
ment between the results of this work and that of Çadirli 
[55], and Chen et al. [29] have found higher σUTS values for 
the Al–7wt% Si alloy with addition of Mg.

An overview of fracture surfaces and SEM images with 
EDS mapping are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively, for 
three as-solidified samples along the length of the ingot. It 
is clearly evidenced in Fig. 13 the presence of void defects 
(pores) in columnar dendrites, increasing in size at the posi-
tions of fractured samples equal to 20 and 90 mm, that is, 
for lower  VL and  CR values and higher λ2 values. This may 
be due to the formation of porosities due to the solidifica-
tion contraction and presence of gases, but may also occur 
due to the nucleation of intermetallics Fe phases, mainly the 
β-Al5FeSi phase during solidification at high temperatures. 
It is known that there is agreement in the literature [38–46] 

Fig. 9  Comparison between λ2 values calculated by this work and by 
the RB′ model

Table 2  Thermophysical properties of the investigated alloys applied 
in the RB′ model, for the calculation of the theoretical values of λ2

Properties Symbol Units Value

Liquidus temperature TL  °C 606.6
Solidus temperature TS  °C 525
Liquidus slope M  °C 

(%)−1
3.71 (Cu)
6.93 (Si)

Partition coefficient K – 0.143 (Cu)
0.119 (Si)

Solute liquid diffusivity DL m2 s−1 3.98 × 10−9 
(Cu)

2.21 × 10−9 (Si)
Gibbs–Thomson coefficient Γ m K 7.89 × 10−7

Alloy composition C0 (wt%) 3.0 (Cu)
7.0 (Si)

Final liquid composition 
(often assumed to be the 
eutectic composition)

Cf (wt%) 26.9 (Cu)
11.6 (Si)
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P = 30mm

Point
Weight (wt.%)

Phase
Al Si Cu Fe

1 7.12 91.98 0.74 0.16 Si particle
2 50.94 9.02 18.11 21.92 Al2Cu7Fe(ω)
3 26.76 12.18 60.92 0.13 Al2Cu(θ)
4 56.69 41.73 1.58 - Si particle
5 96.11 1.05 -2.84 α-Al Dendritic

(a)

P = 90mm

Point
Weight (wt.%)

Phase
Al Si Cu Fe

1 12.62 85.12 2.21 0.04 Si particle

2 49.77 14.57 32.01 3.64 Al2Cu(θ)
3 95.51 1.45 3.05 - α-Al Dendritic
4 3.61 95.66 0.66 0.07 Si particle

5 40.57 34.97 9.72 14.73 Al2Cu7Fe(ω)
6 48.36 23.1 18.08 10.46 Al2Cu7Fe(ω)

(b)

Fig. 10  SEM mapping and EDS composition obtained for two positions in the ingot from the cooled base: a P = 30  mm,  VL = 0.59  mm/s, 
 CR = 1.75 K/s e λ2 = 50.80 µm, and b P = 90 mm,  VL = 0.41,  CR = 0.44 K/s e λ2 = 68.88 µm
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that the β phase is a facilitator in the formation of voids due 
to lack of liquid feed in the interdendritic channels. The β 
phase and the following formed with the continuity of the 
cooling (ω-Al2Cu7Fe phase), via solidification of the inves-
tigated alloy in this work, at the time reaching the tempera-
tures of 560 °C and 530 °C (see Fig. 4), respectively, are 
blocking the interdendritic regions and, as a consequence, 
obstructing the flow of eutectic liquid between these regions.

According to Malgozarta [47], the matrix of AlSiCu alloys 
(Fe as impurity), constituted by the dendritic (α-Al) phase, 
is soft plastic and exhibits ductile or dimple fracture mode 
by the activation of the slip system mechanism. Dimples 
are cuplike depressions that forming by a process known as 
microvoid coalescence and occur by the nucleation of small 

discontinuities (voids) usually on the interface between hard 
dispersed intermetallic phases, micropores, microcracks or 
inclusions [47, 48]. On the other hand, cleavage is a low-
energy fracture that propagates along well-defined low-index 
crystallographic planes known as cleavage planes and they are 
characteristic for local crystallographic orientation, in the case 
of the ideal cleavage fracture, they are smooth in the atomic 
scale [47, 48]. It is highlighted that (α-Al)-matrix crystalizes 
in the form of non-faceted dendrite with metallic bond and, in 
contrast, the hard brittle Si particles present in this alloys are 
almost pure and faceted crystals with covalent bond [45, 46]. 
These crystals have a rather cleavage fracture mode.

In Fig. 14, irregular cleavage planes are shown for all 
cases, and more extensive for positions farther from the 

Fig. 11  Experimental results of the dependence of the investigated mechanical properties as a function of λ2: a microhardness-HV, b yield 
strength and ultimate tensile strength-σYS and σUTS, respectively, and c elongation-E%
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Fig. 12  Comparison with the literature on Hv and σUTS results: a Hv = f(λ2) and b σUTS = f(λ2)

Fig. 13  Overview fracture surface of samples of the horizontally solidified alloy, submitted to the tensile tests
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cooled interface, with some rip grooves accompanied by 
dimples, typical quasi-cleavage fracture mode. For higher  VL 
and  CR values the dendritic microstructure is more refined 
and, as consequence, decreases: the number and size of the 
cast defects; the sizes of Si particles (with morphological 
changes from lamellar to fibrous or spheroidal) and the sizes 
of  Al2Cu and Fe intermetallic phases. In addition, it is noted 
that for smaller λ2 values the area and size of the cleavage 
planes decrease, on the other hand, the number of dimples 
increases and the surface of the fracture is covered by fine 
and equiaxed dimples, typical characteristic of ductile frac-
ture, resulting in higher σUTS and E% values (Fig. 11b, c). 
This has allowed noting the existence of a transition from 
ductile to fragile fracture with the advance of horizontal 
solidification.

Figure 15 shows the fracture profile for two positions 
in the ingot of fractured samples, with smaller and larger 
λ2 values (10 mm and 90 mm, respectively). It is observed 
for both samples that the main crack profile line clearly 
shows the morphological feature of the Al-rich dendritic 
primary phase (α-Al). It can be seen from the EDS map-
ping of fracture profiles that the cleavage line is more 
prominent in the position equal to 90 mm, further away 
from the cooled interface, in which the secondary dendrite 
arm spacings are larger and from which nuclei of coarser 
hard particles, such as Si, θ-Al2Cu and ω-Al7Cu2Fe. It is 
obvious to the fragmentation of ω-Al7Cu2Fe particles, with 
larger sizes, for the low cooling rate (λ2 = 68.88 μm). In 
addition, porosities of larger sizes have been observed at 
P = 90 mm (see Fig. 12), which play an essential role in 
the crack process.

Fig. 14  SEM fractographs and EDS mapping of tensile sample of the investigated alloy
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4  Conclusions

In view to the importance of multicomponent aluminum 
alloys for the automotive and aerospace industries, as the 
investigated alloy in this work, and considering the results 
obtained from this investigation, the following conclusions 
were drawn:

1. For the multicomponent AlSiCuFe alloy investigated 
in this work, the dependence of the secondary dendrite 
arm spacing as a function of the thermal parameters has 
been characterized by experimental growth laws given 
by the following general expression: λ2 = Constant.(VL, 
 CR e  tSL)n, where n is equal to − 2/3, − 1/3 and 1/3 to λ2 
varying with  VL,  CR and  tSL, respectively.

2. Although the growth law index of λ2 as a function of 
 tSL determined by the RB′ model (Eqs. 5 and 6) was 
absolutely equal to that obtained experimentally, i.e., 
λ2 = Constant·(tSL)1/3, the Constants values equal to 15 
and 8.1, respectively, show that the theoretical λ2 values 
overestimate the experimental values by approximately 
85%.

3. In concomitant analysis of the phase transformations 
evidenced by the theoretical and experimental solidifi-
cation paths with the SEM micrographs and EDS map-
ping and composition, it can be concluded that the final 

microstructure of the investigated AlSiCuFe alloy is 
composed of (α-Al) dendritic + (α-Ál)eutectic + Si parti-
cles + intermetallic ω-Al2CuFe and θ-Al2Cu particles. 
The β-Al7FeSi phase has not been observed.

4. It was observed that the microhardness and the yield 
strength were not affected by the variations of the 
resulting microstructure from the horizontal solidifi-
cation, giving values equal to 70 kg/mm2 and 20 MPa, 
respectively. In contrast, it was found that the ultimate 
tensile strength and elongation were affected by the 
variation of the microstructure along the horizontally 
solidified ingot, i.e., higher σUTS and E% values were 
observed for lower λ2 values. The dependence of σUTS 
and E% on λ2 has been characterized by the following 
mathematical expressions: σUTS = 21 + 618(λ2)−1/2 and 
E% = − 4.2 + 86(λ2)−1/2, respectively.

5. For the multicomponent investigated alloy, the frac-
ture surfaces characterized by SEM and EDS mapping 
micrographs have shown less extensive cleavage planes 
accompanied by small dimples in fractured samples 
with lower λ2 values. It has been observed that both 
cleavage planes and dimples increase in extension and 
size, respectively, with the gradual increase of λ2. This 
has allowed to verify a transition from ductile to brittle 
fracture with the gradual reduction of the solidification 
thermal parameters  (VL and  CR).

Fig. 15  General fracture profile with SEM mapping for two positions in the ingot of the investigated alloy
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